“Not in Organic” Campaign
Suggested Tweets

Suggested posts to share with the graphic or short video:

Here’s a long list of chemicals you should never have to read... And if you buy #organic, you’ll never have to.  http://bit.ly/notinorganic

Consumers deserve to know the truth. Check out the long list of chemicals that are banned from #organic production and manufacturing: http://bit.ly/notinorganic

There’s too much misinformation about #organic out there. Let’s stick to the facts. Here is a long list of chemicals that are BANNED for use in #organic food and farming. Look for the USDA organic seal.  http://bit.ly/notinorganic

Organic keeps these chemicals off the farm and out of your food. For more information about what’s allowed in #organic production and manufacturing go to ams.usda.gov http://bit.ly/notinorganic

It’s critically important that #organic businesses and consumers push back against attacks on organic with FACTS. Here is what’s NOT allowed in organic http://bit.ly/notinorganic

Organic’s strength is its transparency. Check out the long list of chemicals that are banned from #organic production and products http://bit.ly/notinorganic

Here’s a long list of chemicals you should never have to read. http://bit.ly/notinorganic